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FOREWORD

The growth of cities is one of the most significant aspects of the contemporary transformation of African societies. Cities in Africa are the sites of major political, economic and social innovation, and thus play a critical role in national politics, domestic economic growth and social development. They are also key platforms for interaction with the wider world and mediate between global and national contexts. Cities are variously positioned in global flows of resources, goods and ideas, and are shaped by varied historical trajectories and local cultures. The result is a great diversity of urban societies across the continent. Cities in Africa are not only growing rapidly but are also undergoing deep political, economic and social transformation. They are changing in ways that defy usual notions of urbanism. In their dazzling complexity, they challenge most theories of the urban. African cities represent major challenges as well as opportunities. Both need to be understood and addressed if a sustainable urban future is to be achieved on the continent. The Urban Cluster of the Nordic Africa Institute, through its research, seeks to contribute to an understanding of processes of urban change in Africa. This discussion paper by Professor AbdouMaliq Simone, commissioned by the Urban Cluster, is a valuable contribution to shaping the research agenda on urban Africa.

Ilda Lindell
Associate Professor
Leader of the Urban Cluster
The Nordic Africa Institute
INTRODUCTION

Urbanization has much to offer Africa in terms of economic and social well-being. This remains the case despite the clear problems inherent in the ways that urbanization has occurred. These problems include shrinking rural livelihoods, insufficient value-added production, excessive emphasis on rents and administration, and low-cost informal labour. Much is known about all of the things that are wrong, biased, distorted, and underdeveloped in African cities. Yet it is also critical to understand urbanization as a socio-technical process, capable of giving rise to productive relationships among people, materials, and places regardless of Africa’s specific histories, political conditions, or position within larger economies.

Lacking in resources, political will, and technical capacity, most African cities — both large and small — have frequently demonstrated a significant ability to link the livelihood agendas and practices of individual households to a broader series of economic, cultural, and religious activities. In this context, individuals take an active part in events and networks and frequent places where many different activities can and do occur. Homes become workshops, workshops become associations, and associations become components of interlinked production systems. Buying, selling, making, cultivating, exchanging, and socializing are tied together in specific, yet changing, patterns of interaction that enable individuals to make effective use of their time, resources, and opportunities (Piermay 2003, Schler 2003). Urbanization, at its very core, concerns the multiplication of relationships that can exist among people and things and the way in which value can be created by enhancing the circulation of people, ideas, materials, and practices and by using things that exist in more than one way (Amin and Thrift 2002, Gandy 2005, Sassen 2008).

This paper focuses on several key dimensions of urban change in contemporary Africa. First, the city is considered as a locus for the composition of social processes, including the production of specific actors with specific capacities and understandings, and as a site of contestation among diverse aspirations and interests. Second, the city is examined as the site for the application of specific techniques of governance for the constitution and management of populations and as a mechanism that deploys human effort, makes things and built environments, and distributes resources and opportunities. Third, the city is viewed as the locus of physical infrastructure that extends the productivity of existing human endeavour and shapes the possibilities for such endeavour.

The relationship between the character of actual cities and processes of urbanization is never straightforward (Brenner 2009). In Africa, this relationship demonstrates great heterogeneity. There are primary and secondary cities, which are intensely integrated into global systems of transaction — sites of thriving stock markets, built environments, popular cultures. There are others that function simply as large military encampments, where everyday life centres on struggles to seize goods and territory or ward off incursions by others. There are cities with well elaborated policy regimes and others that seem to function through incessantly renegotiated informal accords. Vast disparities exist in the uses of local government budgets. In general, African cities raise 80 per cent of national revues but are accorded only 20 per cent of national budgets. The capacities of municipal budgets across the region also reflect marked disparities. Some cities have invested in cadastral systems that have greatly expanded the municipal budget, while others have initiated land leasing systems and employ other ways to maximize property revenues (Smoke 2008). While these characterizations may serve as a working baseline to anticipate what needs to
be done and what outcomes will be likely, stopping the analysis here tends to reinforce the
difficult thinking apparent in many of today’s urban policy formulations. As coupled human-
environment systems, cities demonstrate different capacities to cope with various hazards
and stresses.

There is a tendency to approach any analysis of African cities with wariness, as if
such cities are always in need of something that is not already present. Cities are machines
that thrive through a dense interweaving of bodies and physical and cultural materials and
have an impact on regions far beyond municipal borders. Relationships between all things
within these borders are shifting all the time: cities can never “stand still.” Yet, African
cities have long been characterized by a wide range of deficiencies, and these dominate the
images of such cities. These shortcomings thus open cities up to various policy interven-
tions, investments, and rectifying discourses that are intended to act as correctives (Beb-
2003).

However, in viewing cities in this way, what is often missed is a sense of their regu-
larity and ordinariness. The fact is they do as much as they can with what they have, with
people, institutions, built environments, and social practices, and have acquired extensive
experience along the way, eking out a sense of stability in any way they can (Coquery-
Vidrovitch 1991). This perspective doesn’t imply that the clear difficulties evident in every-
day urban life should be ignored. But the difficulties do not “stand alone.” Rather, they
occasion wide-ranging efforts to protect, compensate for, or change a limited number of
assets, to revalue certain aspirations, and to cause events to unfold with particular rhythms
(Graham and Thrift 2007; Jacquier 2006).

Well-planned and regulated urban spaces may be less capable of dealing with con-
tingent events, less capable of conceptualizing new relationships with the broader city and
world (Legg and McFarlane 2008, Read 2006). Likewise, intensely contested and even
debilitated spaces may embody not only resilience, but a determination to incorporate the
passions of conflict into more dynamic and stable governance arrangements (Auyero 2007,

The key thing is that all cities display particular kinds of vulnerability and strength
that require flexible policy and administrative responses. Flexibility is not to be confused
with uncertainty or procrastination. Rather, flexibility can be attained through clearly de-
defined, widely accessible options that specify the various trade-offs, advantages, and sacri-
fices entailed in any consideration of new ways forward. The assumption is that there can
never be a completely optimal harmonizing of environmental, social, cultural, economic,
and political aspirations — it is never possible to get everything right for everyone. Cities
are about conflict, and the point is how conflict can be sustained as a means of putting
together the various dimensions of everyday urban life in ways that remake the fault lines
and open up new ways of relating for different constituents (Allen et al. 1999, Holston
1. COMPOSING SOCIETIES

The oscillating lines of urban consolidation

The history of urbanization in contemporary Africa has not proceeded in a single direction. Instead, it embodies aspirations and procedures aimed at industrial development, modernization, sectoral specialization, as well as individuated practices of accumulation and subject formation. It also embodies constantly mutating collective strategies for creating spaces of operation and livelihood occasioned by the fluid deal-making that has characterized much of city governance throughout late colonial and postcolonial times (Burton 2002, Coquery-Vidrovitch 1991, Fourchard 2005, Salm and Falola 2005). Cities reflect the countervailing exigencies of economic development, citizen formation, and political control (Bayart 2006, Cooper 2008, Gervais-Lambony 2003). What makes “economic sense” according to prevailing norms, isn’t always a good fit with what makes “social” or “political” sense. Cities are thus the bringing together of identities, social positions, and conventions that have been stabilized through different eras and the social ascriptions that have remained fluid throughout them (Hopkins 2009, Myers 2003).

Cities are spaces of exchange, sometime regulated by the price mechanisms of formal markets, but more often through the orchestrating of interactions among discrepant materials, experiences, and positions, whose relationships are not easily translatable into stable forms of comparison and value (Elyachar 2003, Roitman 2004, Verran 2007, White 1992). These interactions produce particular bundles of goods, services, opportunities, favours, and costs that are constantly modified and exchanged. This means that residents not only live in terms of their residential location, work, social ascription, and status, but also are constantly on their way to becoming something other than what they are at the moment. In other words, residents not only attempt to consolidate a specific niche, a particular place in which to live and work, and a stable set of relations. They also seek to circulate across different possibilities, whose shape is not usually clear, but which take at least momentary shape and realization in the process of these exchanges of things and experiences which have no obvious fit (DeBoek and Plissart 2007, Mbembe 2004; Simone 2004, Telles and Hirata 2007, Walther and Retaille 2008).

Because many cities were built with temporary labour markets, curtailed residential rights, highly uneven relationships with territories external to them, and often fractured linkages with rural areas, they functioned as places of mediation between locality and mobility, always having to find ways of incorporating new kinds of residents and their articulations to other places (Georg 2006, Guèye 2007, Guyer and Belinga 1995, Yntiso 2008). As a result, cities are a context for making claims, for figuring particular narratives of legitimacy that enable individual and collective groups of residents to access resources and opportunities, such as land, services, participation in institutions, and other entitlements (Abbink 20005, Cuyppens and Geschiere 2005, Freund 2009, Hilgers 2010, Lund 2006). Particular modes of address are constituted where residents seek to have particular identities and needs recognized. These modes of address frequently change, stretching and shrinking to accommodate or exclude particular actors and territories (Boujou 2000, Hilgers 2008, 2009). As a result, authority is often diffused across sometimes competing, sometimes complementary institutions, replete with different meanings and formulas, as well as different forms of consolidation. Some institutions have formal attributes and structures; others are more ephemeral and dispersed, not easily categorized or defined (Bellagamba and Klute 2008, Kelsall 2008, Lund 2006, Nielsen 2009, Miran 2006, Rakodi 2006).
African cities as places of contestation

There is contestation in terms of the fundamental rights and obligations embedded in relationships between children and parents, between extended family members, between men and women, patrons and clients, citizens and government officials (Marie 2007). Basic questions as to the place of self-initiative, individual decision-making, and the conditions of belonging to family and other social groups are intensely debated. People work out many different kinds of accommodation between the needs of autonomous individual action and the security of life that largely remains rooted in long-term forms of social belonging (Marie 1997, Rodrigues 2007, Tonda 2005, 2008).

These dynamics have a direct impact on what governments and civil society can do in terms of managing and changing urban life. Fundamental issues about what people are able to do together and what they can legitimately do on their own are often replete with tension, controversy, and fluidity. Policy prescriptions that both explicitly and implicitly deal with people’s responsibilities to each other, to the state, and to evolving public norms can exert significant influence on how such contestation takes shape and how it plays out. But no single actor or institution can completely anticipate the directions that such a fundamental reworking of everyday life will take. Rather, they risk doing more harm than good in attempting to impose premature solutions or act as if the nature of such important conflict must head in one specific direction or towards a particular resolution (Dorier-Apprill and Domingo 2004, Harrison 2006, Jaglin 2007).

Over the past decades, notions of governance based on the self-initiative and responsibility of individual citizens, the management of delivery systems through entrepreneurial organizations and practices, and the liberalization of regulation as applied to market transactions, have, far from dampening the expectations and demands of lower-income groups, only intensified them. Levels of participation in some form of collective action have increased. While the particular forms of collectivity may not always be recognizable as a coherent social or political force, such collective actions are opportunities for participants to rehearse various practices of negotiation, collaborative exchange, and strategic planning (Brown et al. 2010, Lindell 2010a, 2010b, Grant 2009, Lewinson 2007, Mohan 2008, Ndjio 2005, Yankson 2007). Likewise, just because “governments” are designated as such, with specific legal authority and status as sovereign powers, this does not mean that they have similar ways of operating across different contexts. Nor are those differences simply differences in development stages or sequences that can be captured by auditing and accountability. Governments act differently in different places because they are situated in other relationships. Sometimes ties of common ethnicity will straddle national borders; sometimes governments will attempt to involve themselves across a wide variety of national localities or communities; at other times, governments will pay attention only to specific groups or places. These relationships shape and curtail what governments are able to do, regardless of the prevailing juridical and political frameworks that recognize them as “governments.”

Real power in African cities is the purview of multiple actors

While government at both national and municipal levels may have legal authority to operate as the overarching power, in practice this is often not the case. In many countries, the ability of the state to govern still largely depends on how it manages its relationships with external actors, who continue to exert substantial control over the distribution of particular global opportunities for growth (Bayart 1999, Carmody 2009, Pitcher et al. 2009, Prunier 2009, UNODC 2009). States often find it difficult to act for the benefit of their
citizens and thus take measures to avoid being accountable to them. Even in cities with highly effective municipal governance systems, the very function of cities as the always dynamic and changing hub for criss-crossing networks and movement flows of all kinds means that much of what is important to city functioning takes place beyond municipal borders.

While governments are equipped with various competencies to shape these external interactions, they cannot completely control the movements of money, people, information, and materials that build, socialize, and change the city (Banégas and Fratani-Marshall 2007, Boone 2003, Engelbert and Tull 2008, Sardan 2009). Municipalities, property developers, foreign and domestic investors, multilateral institutions, transnational corporations, religious organizations, and popular movements may often operate in concert to forge complementary interests, but there is no guarantee that this will take place (Beall et al. 2002, Diouf 2007, Leclerc-Olive 2007, Pieterse 2008, Olowu and Wunsch 2004).

The exigencies of managing scarce resources and fragile political capital has often meant that governments that are supposed to, and indeed intend to, operate with transparency must undertake less than visible actions in order to deal with coalitions of economic actors whose connections, operations, and financial capital remain opaque. Throughout the region, the extraction of some of the most important resources continues to take place through nebulous deals and networks that circumvent existing regulations and accounting procedures (Charton-Bigot and Rodriguez-Torres 2006, Fourchard 2006, Olukuyo 2005-06, Šumich 2009). Often, specific national regimes are highly complicit in this process, but for those governments attempting to avoid becoming the simple instruments of big economic players, it is often difficult to fathom what is going on without tying up the bulk of enforcement capacities in a single sector or sub-region of a country (Tull and Mehler 2005, Raeymaekers 2002).

Another important factor is that when city mayors lack widespread popular local support, and where political power is diffused across various parties, factions, or movements, budgetary decisions most frequently are targeted at holding down a workable coalition of political forces. Popular participation in various municipal planning processes often co-exists with parallel systems through which significant resources and entitlements are actually allocated (Dibie 2003, Dubresson 2004, Dung-Gwom and Rikko 2009, Englebert 2002, GTZ 2009, Olukoju 2006, Trefon 2004).

African cities remain the preeminent locations for the expression of national aspirations

Cities enable diverse peoples making up a nation to discover the ability to act in concert and to attain a working sense of responsibility to and identification with each other. In fact, reference to the nation becomes an increasingly practical way in which urban residents, in the face of the dissipation of many forms of mediation hitherto relied upon — family ties, neighbourhood belonging, cultural practice — are able to achieve a concrete sense of mutual connection (Englebert 2002, Fourchard and Goerg 2009, Jęsiewicki 2008, Pype 2009, United Nations Human Settlements Program 2008). That said, urban residents across the region display little faith in the capacity of national governments to realize these aspirations. The implications of this lack of faith are enormous (Bratton 2007, 2008, Bratton et al. 2004, Wantchekon et al. 2007). If a people’s commitment to making urban life work is largely based on their belief that the city is the context in which a concrete sense of nationhood can be achieved, and if what can be assumed as the most
critical and powerful actor in this process, the state, is seen as an impediment to this project, then what concrete expectations can there be of urban development in the long run?

At the same time, Africa’s capacity for debilitating uses of violence — where many actors both in and outside the state revert to violence as a means of claiming rights and resources — is well known. As such, the capacities of large metropolitan areas — full of impoverishment and with uncertain futures — to persist without such violence is a critical basis on which to build new institutions and collaborations. Of course, attention has been drawn to the ways in which cities like Kano, Jos, Freetown, Monrovia, Abidjan, Nairobi, Brazzaville, Goma, and Lomé have been upended by waves of internecine violence. What often passes unnoticed in commentaries about urban life is the enormous work residents do day in and day out to maintain productive relations with each other. While criminality and insecurity may be rife in many cities, and violence easily instrumentalized as a means of accumulation and control, everyday economies require reciprocities, negotiation, and cooperation if they are to be effective.

The ability of cities with millions of inhabitants to maintain these practices over time is a critical resource for any strategy of urban development. The proponents of projects that attempt to include participatory planning, decision-making, and management often express frustration at how limited participation often is. However, this frustration often ignores the labour-intensive process whereby residents are already heavily implicated in each other’s lives through the day-to-day work that is necessary to maintain functional relationships with neighbours, co-workers, and extended family members. For many urban districts, what is important is their capacity to keep things moving, to facilitate the flow of individuals and materials in and out, and to maximize the capacity of interchange, even if this is sometimes at the expense of coherence or an ordered environment (Arnaut 2008, Arnaut and Højbert 2008, Nielsen 2007, Mimche and Fomekong 2008, Pitcher 2006).

While achieving appropriate densities of habitation, agglomerated economic activity, and service provision remain priorities, it is important to remember that residents live with often vastly different geographies in their minds. In other words, they live with often highly varied maps about where it is safe to go, which spaces belong to whom, and how spaces are connected to each other. While these different geographies can make planning and administration a challenge, they also can constitute a series of checks and balances that function as insulation against debilitating conflict (Dierwechter 2006, Keith 2005, Marshall-Fratani 2006, Newell 2006, Ndjio 2006). Not content to simply live in well-defined enclaves, residents desire to operate across the city as a whole, and this often promotes a sense of sharing and cultivates places where different actors can witness each other and still have access to areas of safety and more circumscribed practices of commonality.

**Managing social relations**

Historically in much of rural Africa, the reproduction of social and economic life was thought to rely upon successive layers of indebtedness of individual to family and age grades, family to extended kin, extended kin to various traditional authorities, authorities to ancestors, and so forth. Debt ensured reciprocity and cohesion, but provided little space for individual initiative and accumulation that did not involve continuous giving and taking with others (Guyer 2004, Roitman 2003, 2005).

As a form of social security, such communitarian orientation proved an important structural hedge against vulnerability. At the same time, it acted as a brake on collaborative activities that cut across clear distinctions of obligation and spaces of clan or ethnic affiliation. Cities, then, became places where new forms of both solidarity and individual action
emerged — through various associations, unions, demonstrations, social movements, markets, workplaces, and political and religious meetings. These solidarities and activities were put to work so as to use the city as a means of linking various regional economies, actors, and networks (Kohnert 2006, Koonings et al. 2006, Marie 1997). As traditional forms of social solidarity still exerted strong influences, the new forms of urban action necessitated making ties beyond immediate hinterlands. These processes of making connections have now largely been subsumed under the larger restructuring of commodity circuits and resource flows that once again redirect substantial wealth to those that control the machineries of governance (Hahn 2004). They, in turn, selectively remake cities as sites of growing disparities in wealth and ability.

As more money pours into African states to secure access to natural resources over the long term, prospects for enrichment by those in power grow, as do potential threats. As rents are distributed horizontally to allies, these resources resuscitate old forms of the debt system — to regions of origin, clan, lineage, extended family — and reinforce constraints on other forms of social collaboration. As this re-tightening of bounded social worlds is largely antithetical to the efficacy of being in the city, there can be a proliferation of suspicion and distrust that makes initiative and collaboration difficult (Bayart and Warnier 2004, De Boeck 2005, Bosquet 2008, Geschiere 2009, Salawu 2010, Tonda 2007).

Still, as migration and sojourning become more important to residents, and their scope widens, new forms of collaboration emerge to expand the possibilities of trans-local entrepreneurship. Africans are trading goods across different kinds of boundaries and markets, and they are combining skills and experiences from beyond their accustomed contexts, often taking inordinate risks. While these efforts often produce disappointing results, traders continuously try to improve their operations (Meagher 2010). In some cities, major institutions divert their capacities and resources to facilitate trans-local trade, as these circuits come to be experienced as critical elements of municipal space (Simone 2006). The profusion of popular culture and the opening up of everyday life to a wider world of images and meanings — in part generated by the electronic communications between local residents and their compatriots across various diasporas — reorients urban residents away from more parochial ways of thinking about their lives and possibilities (Dolby 2002, Fenn and Perullo 2000, Meyer 2003, Nyambara 2002, Nyamnjoh 2004, Weiss 2002, White 1999).

New links with the larger world

Just as cities continue to be important contexts for concretizing everyday aspirations for national belonging and development, so, too, they intensify their role as platforms for economic and affective articulation with a broader regional and global world. Even when particular cities or districts within cities appear marginal in relationship to the “real happenings” of the world, it is important to understand the ways in which even the most seemingly peripheral areas are linked to substantial powers both near and far.

Certainly, these trajectories of articulation are unevenly realized. The distance widens between the capacities and orientations of the elite and the majority of urban residents. The proliferation of gated residential areas, hotels, shopping malls, and leisure areas not only signal a widening economic divide in cities, but also envision a highly individualized orientation to the city. This orientation emphasizes the elaboration of personal development that is discernable and progressive, but also mutable — able to cultivate skills and persona necessary to move across the city as a whole. This is a city increasingly defined as
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the seamless interpenetration of work and leisure, optimized performance and self-development, singular style, and proficient adaptation to changing globalized norms. For cities where individuals, households, and associations have been assembled into multifaceted configurations of simultaneous collaboration and contestation — and have generated economies based on and supportive of this coupling — the new developments in the built environment have a major impact on the composition of the city’s economic product.

These developments also put added pressure on already highly disorganized land markets. Households become increasingly desperate to secure a parcel in the city, particularly given multiple claims to land and the dearth of clear, enforceable procedures for its disposal. As such, the relationship between household and territory, residence and place, becomes even more tenuous in many cities. No wonder that the attachment to cellular and internet addresses intensifies as a medium of individuation and security. Of course, this massive growth of wireless communications doesn’t obviate the “chaotically wired connections” that need to be navigated in order to locate places to live and property to own. While cadastral measures have been put in place in many cities, along with new land regulations and registration procedures, the need for land, and the long histories of its use and division outside univocal notions of property, open the way for constant deal-making of all kinds.

At the same time, these consolidations of new elite territories in the city coincide with the speculative dimensions of urban infrastructure. The rationale for investment in Africa by emerging powers — China, India, Brazil, Taiwan, South Korea, Malaysia, Russia — is not only to acquire assets in extractive and processing economies. Africa also acts as a locus of intersection among complementary interests, financial modalities, and risk assumption. As an exterior in “need of investment,” where both risks and potential profitability are high, and where regulatory frameworks are weak, potential synergies among diverse financial streams, competencies, sectors, and networked positions can be explored without long-term commitments or intensive scrutiny. Infrastructure serves as a vehicle of articulation among diverse economic actors. It brings them into a proximity of relations that may be specified by certain contractual responsibilities, investment shares, and tasks, but need not be restricted to them (Large 2008, Mohan and Power 2008, Orr and Kennedy 2008, Sautman and Yann 2007, Stellenbosch University Centre for Chinese Studies 2006.)

If regions, investment streams, regulatory architectures, and production lines are to be articulated in a given place, specific spaces must be configured to facilitate that articulation, as that articulation also exerts a specific range of spatial effects. When different flows of capital, factories, services, communication systems enter a country or urban region, provisions must be made to deploy these inputs in ways that make possible maximum multiplier effects on national and local economies, accommodate the specific conditionalities and aspirations associated with those inputs, and attenuate conditions, barriers, and impediments to their potential productivity. Therefore, to put it simply, they are accorded their space. Theoretically, these spaces attempt to mediate divergent and potentially conflicting trajectories of accumulation and sectoral interests. They also try to integrate investments into an overall economy, while at the same time engineering spaces of relative autonomy — sometimes through a wide range of exceptions and exemptions related to law and regulatory regimes. Practically, then, the implementation of these “projects of articulation” may have nothing to do with the realities of any particular city.

Still, it remains to be seen how this emphasis on producing grands chantiers will play out in shaping the social character of the city. Will they introduce new efficiencies — in transport, communication, investment — or impediments? Will they spur new forms of ancillary economic opportunity or further crowd out livelihood practices for the majority?
2. GOVERNMENTALITY

Assessing the performance of municipal governance

Much effort has been expended on getting African municipal governments to be more efficient, law-abiding, participative, accountable, and transparent. The emphasis on “good governance” has become a kind of mantra for dealing with a wide range of problems and potentials. Too often, as a mantra, the invocation of good governance would seem to come with its own clearly defined set of principles and procedures. In trying to incorporate some aspects of Foucault’s work on “governmentality” here, it is always important to ask the question, what can be governed, who is to be governed, and how? How are specific individuals, groups, and populations problematized as objects of governmental intervention? How do people turn themselves into citizens or ethical subjects, or refuse to do so? In fact, this kind of questioning is at the heart of governmentality. If we then view the challenges of governance not simply as the application of particular norms and practices, but the formulation of critical questions, then the right to question, the right of residents to raise the prospects of refusing to be governed in particular ways, comes from within the very heart of governmentality. Such questioning about not being governed is not something external to the “game” itself (Cadman 2010).

To approach the issues of governing in this way opens up space for acknowledging the possibility that what looks to be “bad governance” and complicity with bad governance may be something quite different, as residents, citizens, populations try to position themselves within different desires, values, and senses of what is possible or right. This approach opens up the possibility that, despite professed support for democracy as well as transparent and accountable governments, there may be important questions as to how government, no matter how seemingly democratic, may impact their lives. Perhaps more importantly, the notion of questioning as fundamental to governing highlights critical dimensions of the tools of governance.

Significant advances have been made in benchmarking, performance-based incentives, use of diagnostic tools and identification systems, as well as the capacity to link strategy formulation to master planning and capital investment planning. The Global City Indicators Program summarizes a suite of indicators available to the urban sector, from index-driven approaches to standardize and evaluate various forms of development progress, to policy-driven indicators to be used in broad-based consultation and participative planning exercises, as well as performance measure indicators for governance operations. Much progress has been made to end unfunded national mandates, ensure equitable and transparent intra-governmental transfers, and establish frameworks that enable municipalities to access credit markets and development bank funds and to pool municipal development funds.

But these tools cannot adequately grasp how “real” administration of cities actually takes place. In this “real” administration there exists both the intersection and disjunction of different exigencies and aspirations (McCrea et al. 2006, Muneisa and Linhardt 2009). On the one hand, municipal governments are faced with the need to generate income to provide essential services and to pay for the operation of municipal bureaucracies. Staffing levels, budgets, and technical capacities are usually insufficient to do the job of collecting fees, managing traffic, monitoring markets, and regulating trade flows, to cite a few examples. Consequently, management comes to rely on an intermediary sector of brokers and fixers who are not officially part of the municipal system but perform official duties. Because these are not formal sub-contractual arrangements, such intermediaries require cer-
tain autonomy of operation as a means of ensuring remuneration for the jobs they do. They have to have flexibility to collect fees, a task that would otherwise not be necessary if citizens dealt with the bureaucracies themselves — if they actually could.

At the same time, the operations of these intermediaries remain subsumed under the overall agenda of the relevant municipal bureaucracy. Autonomy is displayed in the very way these intermediaries demonstrate their access to the bureaucracy — that is, they have access even though there is no formal reason why they should. As a result, the management of various activities — trading, driving, marketing, parking, licensing, or adjudicating — also entails the possibility of "citizens" managing the operations of the bureaucracy through such intermediaries, who are not necessarily beholden to the official rules and procedures. In many ways, then, the governance of the city cannot be subsumed under conventional normative strictures — they simply do not work. At the same time, the techniques of management that interweave official and unofficial practices in order to accomplish the management of particular activities and bodies also give rise to a wide range of seemingly insoluble dilemmas (Blundo 2006, Dill 2006, Laurent et al. 2004, Prag 2010). While clearer delineation of institutional competencies and the availability of more money and technical capacity might bring about more conventional dispositions, these are often blind to dealing with the accumulated histories of this interweaving of official and unofficial practices and the particular subject positions and spaces of operation they institutionalize over time.

On the other hand, residents have to rely on the techniques that available municipal administrations use in order to make lines of authority and responsibility visible, as well as sectors of concern. While aspects of life can seem very well ordered and defined, it is largely only because of the often messy assemblages of official institutions and vast networks of unofficial intermediaries that such an appearance of clarity can be sustained. Residents must thus create and sustain concrete possibilities for mixing up distinctions between residence and commerce, licit and illicit work, religion and secularity, the familiar and entrepreneurial in order to maintain their own semblance of clear identification, agendas, and life strategies. Of course, these actions make it even more difficult for conventional municipal logics to operate. If things need to be messy in order to be made clear, then making things clear may only create more of a mess.

As such, more than simply instituting new administrative procedures, there is a need to completely visualize exactly what the municipality might look like. Here, for example, the very physical presence of various amalgamations of youth filling public spaces in cities through political demonstration, cultural festivity, and organized intimidation not only becomes a concrete vehicle of such revising, but a reactivation of the nation as platform for reaching a larger world (Arnaut 2008, Hansen 2005, Jua 2003, Moyo 2007). While African governments have often been understandably afraid of the "street" and of youth, this coupling of youth out on the streets is sometimes the only way in which a city is able to see the possibilities of a "new future."

As politicians, bureaucrats, technicians, and ministers in some countries have been known to run the country largely outside the nominal rules and institutions of the state, to what extent do critical interventions in the future of African cities also rely on what can be mobilized outside the state? Of course, this is a precarious issue, as multilateral relationships and development inputs take place largely as a matter of relations between states. Additionally, the widespread proliferation of NGOs dealing with many different issues, ensconced in many different partnership arrangements, and with widely divergent capacities demonstrates the absence of broad-based social and popular movements. No other actors have the legitimacy or the capacity, so far, to act as an overarching instrument of
nation-building. The situation is further complicated by the often bifurcated composition of national regimes, where no single body is clearly in charge. Working relationships then have to be forged that are not easily subsumed under clear hierarchies or sectors (Mitlin et al. 2006).

Sometimes, collective bodies play an ambiguous role in terms of national development as they extract certain advantages from the state (Green 2009, Heller 2001, Hyden 2006, Miraftab 2004, Swyngedouw 2004). Such concessions succeed in furthering the bodies’ own solidarity but without their assuming much public responsibility for contributing either to the national fiscus or programme development. Take, for example, *L’Union Nationale des Commerçants et des Industries du Sénégal*, which brings together all kinds of small businesspersons, exerts great influence over national economic policy, yet also exists largely to avoid taxation.

Government ministries across the region are now largely staffed by highly trained, competent, and committed personnel — sometimes even more so than in other countries across the world. These cadres are increasingly the visible face of government. Nevertheless, the predominant practices of state politics in numerous African countries — and thus fundamental decisions as to the disposition of power and resources — take place in a political world that runs parallel to the state. While sometimes a world of opaque decision-making, nebulous deals, and arduous balances of competing forces, this parallel domain of decision-making is often more effective in bringing together the different ranges of actors, localities, and tendencies making up the nation than is the official functioning of the state itself. But the problem is that because it is a parallel, informal world, it is not held to account by its citizens.

The prospects for public participation

Because politics are talked about at great length by large numbers of people, it is not so much the case that citizens, particularly urban residents, do not know what is going on. Rather, the point is that this knowledge cannot be used to address the functioning of the formal state. Even if state actors themselves have little confidence in the operations of national government, or, even worse, use the public realm as a staging area for private accumulation, little tolerance can be expected for the organization of broad-based political movements outside the state. Therefore, forms of cross-cutting collaboration and exchange must be built, not only from the bottom up, but in formats and with objectives that do not explicitly seek to build alternative national movements.

Residents of African cities often use very different calculations of what it is possible to do as a means to decide how to deploy limited resources. Residents have to decide whether it is more advantageous to spend sizeable amounts of income to locate themselves in “regular” situations in central parts of the city, or to save income by living in more provisional conditions on the periphery (Englund 2002, Ferguson 1999, Guyer et al. 2002, Owusu 2007, SITRASS 2004.) There are decisions to be made concerning how much to invest in particular kinds of work or business, how much to invest in maintaining kinship and social relations, and whether residents should affiliate themselves with particular forms of patronage. The intersection of the various ways of working out these decisions theoretically provoke a great deal of discussion and, again, questioning. What are the right things to do? What are the right alliances to make? What are the most effective ways to use limited resources to acquire assets? How can these assets be maximized? At the same time, it is these very deliberations that are often shut down by the existing political power. This shutting down of public discussion then disrupts the basic conditions of mediation and
problem-solving. The trappings of democratic procedures — through municipal elections and decentralization — often become a substitute for wide-ranging public deliberations on policy (Devas 2004).

Given the critical state of urban infrastructure and economy in Africa, efficiency gains, cost savings, and resource mobilization will only take place by intensifying and extending the participation of residents in concrete activities in which they feel that they are not simply being consulted or manipulated. Residents must be convinced that participation advances the larger project of city-building (Dill 2009, Robinson 2008, Törnquist 2009). The greater visibility of demands for justice, democracy, efficiency, and morality that is taking place across African cities provides a fruitful opportunity for supporting a process in which political contestation can take place in terms of those who have previously been kept out of the process. However, what the poor actually win in such a process largely depends on the existence of political parties and institutionalized policies that back-up claims for rights. Here, the problem is that more powerful political forces can define the categories and identities through which these claims can be made.

There are no clear-cut ways out of these dilemmas. The effectiveness, for example, of local government can depend on the interactions of a wide variety of factors. Here, the residues of more authoritarian decision-making arrangements may remain important ingredients. Complete dependence on various forms of local democracy can sometimes make decision-making, participation, and service provision more problematic. Sometimes, granting institutional autonomy to health clinics, schools, and other service providers to appoint locally specific staff and devise local operational procedures will effectively harmonize relationships between providers and clients. At other times, such localization may lead to local, largely unaccountable fiefdoms. Here, effectiveness must take into consideration the extensiveness of social movements and political opposition, the personal characteristics of leaders, the scope and content of intersecting networks, and the histories of conflict and complementarity among parallel governance arrangements (Bierschenk 2006, Crook 2003, Gore and Pratten 2003, Klopp 2008, West 2008).

It is clear that many urban residents are fed up with how their lives are managed by supposedly public authorities, even when they fully understand and even benefit from patronage. In the face of these dilemmas, individuals flock to churches and mosques as a means of constituting new personal moralities. These are moralities characterized by hard work, honesty, effort, fidelity, and education. These are all components of an emergent, dedicated urban citizenry increasingly capable of securing major development gains. The economies of evangelical Christianity, for example, display the ironies inherent in the usual assumption that domestic savings are weak in Africa: the large sums of money at the disposal of churches reveal the extent to which urban residents are hedging their futures outside their immediate surroundings. At the same time, churches and mosques can manipulate their followers, as well as extract substantial sums of money.

The growth of religious movements, both Christian and Muslim, is having an important impact by reasserting practices of economic advancement outside patronage and communal systems. These institutions also express commitments to the value of hard work, education, and solidarity across ethnic and regional groupings. The degree to which such religious movements can give rise to a new generation of entrepreneurs depends on the extent to which the elite succeeds in capturing these movements for their own economic and political objectives and the extent to which pastors and imams use these movements to become a new elite (Kaba 2000, Marshall 2009, Miran 2003, van Dijk 2002).
Given these realities, it is important to enrol advocates and champions for new ideas and practices of urban development from a wide range of quarters. For public services often are handicapped by problems of moral hazard, delivering the minimum because those they service lack the tools or expectations to evaluate what constitutes adequate performance. Too often, providers and decision-makers have inadequate incentive to align their interests with those of their clients. As such, situations where there are strong moral connections among people, where they have large degrees of autonomy to act upon them, and where not adhering to them has significant implications for maintaining important social relationships may bring about important improvements in social welfare.

That these situations are now often related to contexts outside the local public sphere — in the religious domain and among activist and even traditional associational groupings — should not deter development actors from engaging with them. In this regard, the numerous transnational trading networks that ensure the supply of car parts, electronics, and other household items, as well as manage the movement of large volumes of agricultural products and minerals outside official state channels, and often with state complicity, constitute a largely untapped wealth of expertise and financial capital. How such networks are incorporated into above-board development collaborations remains to be worked out, but the important first conceptual step is to at least include them as possible actors.

The performative dimensions of governance

While governance indicators and normative procedures are important, what is lost is the array of performative tools that governments potentially have at their disposal as part of their capacity to “make things happen.” The process by which municipal government accounts for what it does can limit the ways in which government can become a more visible actor in the day-to-day lives of urban residents. Government must always consider where it can be seen to be actively at work. Of course, municipalities have often been engaged in visible displays that supposedly point to their effectiveness, as well as many kinds of “show projects” and public relations exercises. But here visibility refers to the ways in which various places and people within the city can actually visualize a government at work in the day-to-day operations of the city.

At the outset, this may mean identifying new ways to use existing municipal assets and thus build new categories for urban transactions that work. Municipalities conventionally attempt to recoup lost value due to various inefficiencies by either subcontracting the management of assets to private firms or selling off those assets outright. In other words, municipal assets are recategorized as commodities priced according to prevailing market value, and then supplemented by other considerations as public interest. But this approach is often a limited way to think about resources that municipalities control or have access to.

The question is how existing resources can attain wider and more diverse use and in ways that also diversify potential revenue streams and costs. Such a process would build on the existing ways in which African urban residents use different networks — categorized in different ways, from family members, affiliates, patrons, clients, co-workers, and so forth — to access resources. These resources are, in turn, distributed in quantities that acquire particular value through the flexible use of categories that point to different kinds of social relationships and responsibilities. In this fashion, limited resources can be judiciously distributed by pluralizing the kinds of actors and obligations involved.
Contrary to conventional economic logic, which sees markets as places where those making transactions dissociate the goods to be exchanged from any meaning or network of use other than that of commodity, most African markets have functioned by multiplying the implications of the transaction. The buying and selling of goods are occasions to construct and reaffirm the complicated ways in which people are involved in each other’s lives and the different overlapping networks in which people are involved. Individuals enter these “market relations” for many different reasons and to access different opportunities beyond simply a good price or a quick sale, and it is these multiple dimensions that in large part drive the dynamism of such markets (Meagher 2009, Verran 2007).

Municipal institutions always have to figure out what things cost, as well assess the value of the materials they have to work with. Thus, a critical aspect of municipal governance is to flexibly take the infrastructure, services, and other assets it nominally controls and make sure that their different uses come into play and that the different costed values of those different uses can be set in relationship to one another. For example, municipal space — buildings, thoroughfares, schools, clinics, and markets — could be flexibly categorized for multiple uses, each with its own fee structures. The question is how municipalities can use their ownership of assets and spaces to build up more viable urban markets through the use of local practices, social technologies, and information. In part, what is being implied here is a practice whereby municipal governance attempts to find out what it is “really made of.” It extends what it can really do by leading the way to recategorize the uses of that which it already controls and is responsible for.

The relative, if not unproblematic, success of Babatunde Fashola in Lagos and Simon Compaoré in Ouagadougou lies in the way in which a plurality of actual and potential users of municipal assets is taken into account as opening up new platforms of investment. In Lagos, the ability of the state government to extrapolate from how different places and resources of the city are actually used as the basis for projecting requirements for new infrastructure and services has been an important asset in putting together a framework for investment. Importantly, exploring new ways of managing existing infrastructure and building new infrastructure becomes a way by which different institutional actors actively explore new kinds of relationships with each other. Beyond frameworks that specify key principles, such as no tolerance of corruption and transparency in all phases of project development, there are no fixed formulas for the evolution of these relationships.

Lagos State indeed wants to remove infrastructural management from its balance sheets, but is using this objective to experiment with a wide range of possible contractual relationships. Investment options range from equity participation, various leasing options, boards of trade, concessions, and tenancy maintenance.

In Ouagadougou, the tertiary education sector, although not managed by the municipality itself, has been opened up through a series of linkages across municipal agencies and urban commerce in order to make education more relevant to the country’s needs. The city government actively provides students and faculty of the city’s universities and technical institutions with multiple spaces and with opportunities to practice skills and experiment with innovative technologies. Here, social and economic policy agendas intersect — where local economic development is predicated on expanding opportunities for appropriate training and where training itself is conceived as access to innovative work. While rapid expansion of like initiatives may produce many mistakes and unanticipated outcomes, it is far better to attempt too much than relying on a status quo that is often overly cautious, jealous of its privileges, and threatened by innovation.

While municipal governments have become increasingly subject to performance indicators to measure and benchmark efficiency, working notions of “performance” have
also to become more extensive. These entail the ability of municipalities to “perform” in various arenas and to use its “performative advantages” — as a highly visible actor — to forge new relationships across the city that go beyond simple “public-private partnerships” or “intersectoral coalitions.” As public institutions adhere to an increasing number of indicators, it is often not clear, for example, whether “outputs” refer to what a particular programme or policy actually does or to the effects of such programmes on the realities experienced by the public, or both. The same goes for “impact assessment,” “final results,” or “timeliness” (Muneisa and Lindhart 2009).

Part of the rationale of indicators may be to curtail the tendency of public institutions to invent their own legitimacy or efficacy. But, in the very process of trying to make explicit, through a system of indicators, that which these institutions do, a sense of invention is largely maintained. Even when scientific criteria can be stabilized around the statistical robustness of a particular indicator, this does not obviate the need for interpretive flexibility among competing points of view, particularly in terms of what the municipal government actually does and the materials it actually works with. This process of trying to make explicit what is and can be done, then, points to various possibilities where city governments have unanticipated room for manoeuvre. The process of governance contains within it large degrees of uncertainty that can be mobilized in potentially creative ways (Bolay 2006, Duit and Galaz 2008).

The infrastructure of cities

Despite the proficiencies African urban residents have demonstrated over time and in the face of numerous disadvantages, residents are clearly not able to make maximum use of their capacities. Here the story is well-known: high rates of residency in densely populated environments lacking a wide range of facilities; infrastructure and services which require labour-intensive maintenance activities; and too many residents vulnerable to health problems and a concomitant loss of livelihood. Insufficient investment in energy, transportation, telecommunications, and financial regulation and support inflate transaction costs and thus sap the value of local production. Inefficient systems of revenue management short-circuit needed provisioning and investment.

The list goes on to produce a reality in which residents for the most part spend their time compensating for insecure, provisional livelihoods and social conditions rather than building new possibilities for work, education, social welfare, and leisure for the future. On average, less than 0.5 per cent of Africans are added to the water and sanitation systems every year and only 1.5 per cent to power grids and cellular telephone services. Among the poorest 60 per cent of the population, infrastructure coverage is less than 10 per cent. Nevertheless, the steps that the majority of African urban residents take to maximize access to opportunities, income, networks, ideas, capacities, and the world at large constitute an important basis on which more sustained and systematic urban development could take place. The overall cost to Africa of building new infrastructure, refurbishing dilapidated assets, and operating and maintaining all existing and new installations is estimated at almost $93 billion a year for 2006 through 2015 (Foster and Bricéno-Garmendia 2010).

Given this situation, the ways in which everyday urban practices question the intelligibility of how wealth is redistributed and security ensured need to be considered. African infrastructural needs are enormous. The shortfall in electrical power generation means that existing economic capacity is underutilized. Intermittent access to essentials makes planning, scheduling, forecasting, and marketing unreliable (Infrastructure Consortium
for Africa 2009). Proven skills that could be dedicated to long-range development and growth are tied up in adapting to sporadic conditions and hedging against unforeseen circumstances.

In large part, inadequate access to power is a matter of infrastructural deficit. Yet, significant improvements could be registered by more efficient management of revenues and budgets. Subsidy structures that smooth consumption costs remain largely captured by more wealthy consumers, which in turn forces low-income residents into more informal high-rate vending networks (Water and Sanitation Program 2009). Facilitating broader access to utility networks, where even the anticipated cost increase for household budgets would not exceed current expenditures, could increase overall revenue and permit subsidization of connection costs, which are often prohibitive for low-income households.

Constant mismatches between funding streams and infrastructure development create revenue shortfalls, as high-cost loans and credits are deployed in projects with limited long-term financial yield. Project screening often does not include systematic assessment of anticipated returns, nor does it sequence and synchronize investment streams to maximize synergies and minimize bottlenecks. Existing management practices seem to foreclose a seemingly easy expansion of a revenue base and contribute to overall high energy costs, thus reducing capital investment for improving generation capacity (Nilsson and Nya-changa 2008).

Local dissatisfaction across the region with service levels and costs has increasingly evolved into widespread grassroots discussion about how revenue is used and managed in cities, with increasingly critical points of view regarding the parochialism of decision-making and resource use becoming more prevalent (Gutierrez 2007). While residents have long depended on highly localized authorities and distribution systems to ensure their welfare, they are also increasingly demanding a wider municipal perspective that embodies a more substantial relationship for them to the city as a whole (Owuor and Foeken 2009).

Responsibility for managing infrastructural inputs will, of course, largely fall to national governments, which in the end retain the right to sovereignty and thus the management of the ways and means in which their territories are dedicated to specific functions. Nevertheless, a region-wide urban development perspective might chart potential frameworks of articulation and achieve support for sub-regionally deliberated reticulation systems. It might also give concrete effect to potential conjunctions of nationally planned and implemented infrastructures, filling in the interstices with various feeder systems and connectors.

A large portion of available investments will be directed towards the extraction and transport of natural resources viewed as essential for economies elsewhere. This is an inevitable implication of bilateral accords, which will be pursued regardless of overarching regional interests. Truncated systems and disarticulation will persist as a result. But even if regional coordinating mechanisms of investment must coexist with such bilateral mechanisms, there are still opportunities to “fill in the blanks” — to develop connecting tissues that promote new intraregional densities among previously disconnected territories. Here, cities become mechanisms for anchoring such intersections — giving new importance to a wide range of secondary cities and border towns that straddle the divide between the usual coastal metropolitan regions and inland, often inaccessible, resource-rich areas (ECOWAS 2006).

As urban infrastructure investment in Africa encompasses new circuitries of capital, commodity, and knowledge flows, there are critical questions about the relationship between how infrastructure gets built and how it gets run. As investment instruments diversify — from concessional loans, equity-development funds, joint ventures with private
financial institutions, regional networks often coordinated by multilateral banks, and private public partnerships — decisions about risk and profitability have to consider how assets are actually used, what actors assume the risk of ensuring sufficient demand, as well as the kinds of local public institutions and entrepreneurial networks associated with such projects (Orr and Jenkins 2007).

These concerns are particularly critical as the global economic downturn persists. Thus, for example, China (through the China African Development Fund, China Exim), wants to maximize the long-term capacities of infrastructure to expand trade circuits across sectors, manage accumulating African assets, promote domestic capital formation, and coordinate interactions among discrete economic spaces, policy frameworks, and production systems. Instead of simply re-dividing up territories in terms of competing concessions, spheres of influence, and sectors, China, India, and Gulf states are looking at how synergies can be generated from their investment projects — synergies usually associated with notions of the central city.

As various kinds of finance, actors, networks, interests, commodities, and production plants attempt to come together, what kinds of relationships actually emerge? Can these relationships better link a particular city in its entirety to the larger world? Or do they simply compensate for greater precariousness elsewhere in the urban system by jacking up production values in highly circumscribed, well-managed, and guarded sub-territories of the city? Do they put together centres that refer only to themselves and to those centres in other cities, which they increasingly mirror in appearance and function? What are the relationships between various national, municipal, and regional government departments in terms of apportioning fiscal and political responsibilities, and how do these different departments forge relationships with the financiers, managers, consultants, and technical experts involved in linking money to infrastructure to transport to public relations, and so forth? To what extent are the long-term, more informal networks of entrepreneurs and brokers that have been relied on in the past to negotiate barriers posed by inefficient national regulatory frameworks and other externalities marginalized or renewed in this process?
CONCLUDING NOTE

The major metropolitan areas of Africa have largely reached a point where their anchorage of national and sub-regional economies — similar and divergent — establishes a substantial basis to broaden the articulations among them. Their connections to national territories and global economies make them more than nominal centres of administration (OECD 2007). While many national economies may be overly tied to extraction and primary production — short-circuiting the conventional industrial underpinnings of urban growth — sufficient spin-offs have occurred to partly compensate for this.

Urbanization in certain sub-regions certainly is propelling new forms of regionalization and the gradual integration of national populations into regional domains, and is marking out widening corridors that expedite new economic synergies. As such, conceptualizing city futures always has to exceed what takes place within given municipal boundaries. This is particularly the case for African cities, since they will not be major production centres for the conceivable future. Consequently, they must push the ways in which they can be materially and politically implicated in territories far beyond themselves. The basis for this extension will most likely rely on sharpening inter-city complementarities — parlaying differential networks, geographical positions, and historical advantages into new scales of investment in infrastructure, social welfare, and economic capacity (World Bank 2009).

Of course, the fortunes of the region’s cities wax and wane according to dynamics far outside their control, as well as to how much residents actually believe in the viability of their futures. Cities facilitate generosity and greed, collaboration and individual parasitism. They are arenas in which individuals can feel they are living in the midst of a larger world, with all the possibilities of consumption available, as if the hard realities experienced by the majority of urban residents simply do not matter, simply are millions of miles away. Of course, to remain within this imaginary of a well-elaborated urban world when one lives in cities sometimes on the verge of collapse necessitates all kinds of shortcuts and corruption. The ways in which these practices have become normalized for so long can lessen the desire of many to do more than toil to meet their everyday needs.

That said, the history of African cities is overwhelmingly about residents striving to “do the right thing.” Kids are clothed and fed and made to get to school on time; there are substantial investments in shelter and health; inordinate efforts are made to identify people with talent and skill and make sure they have opportunities to use them. Such pursuits have continued for decades, despite the awareness most residents have that the bulk of these efforts will prove futile. They are futile — not through any fault of the residents — but because political interests have been narrowly drawn, resources have been insufficient, and because the attitudes and policies that informed colonization and racism have not changed all that much.

At the same time, urban residents have demonstrated a remarkable inventiveness in making cities into something that, despite the prevailing conditions and odds, could work for them, could support a wide range of aspirations beyond putting food on the table. Families and households have internalized the obligation to demonstrate their capacity to do the right thing according to the globalized norms of modernity. No matter how much they didn’t really believe it, they were always willing to “play at the level of the world, ” to how they could be in the world at large. But they would always have to find a way to valorize the “shadows,” those practices and approaches that “got them through” in the city, that made the city something vital to them. They know that these shadows will never have
the money, status, or support to become a “new norm.” Nevertheless, they have to be rec-
ognized in some way.

So, often the problems of urban development arise not so much from the lack of capacity as from the persistence of a certain ambivalence about the city remade; an im-
licit worry that the city remade too much according to modern ways is a city inhabitants
will no longer recognize, even if it is in most respects welcomed. Unless the real politics of
urban life deals with such ambivalence and accords formal recognition to the ways in
which cities have actually been experienced and built, urban development will probably be
full of stops and starts and messy twists for a long time to come.
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